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WE LINK PEOPLE
As an integrated operator, we believe that real estate is not an end in itself. Every  project, whatever 
it is, is above all a response to urban uses and issues.
We also believe that any project, any development, any asset should help us to make connections. To 
connect people, uses, needs and solutions, to connect urban functions, regions, partners, experts, the 
physical and the digital in seamless path ... Linking, connecting, creating synergies and positive 
connections is therefore at the heart of our mission. 

CREATING SUSTAINABLE, 
SMART & LIVELY PLACES
For 40 years, we have been creating places, and much more besides...
When we think about design-programming, planning, promotion or asset management, we want to 
produce content rather than just a container: quality of life and use.
We want to create places where people meet, interact and create relationships. Connected places, 
bringers of information, innovation, solutions and services, urban, social and economic intelligence. 
Virtual or real, they are responsible, unifying, co-constructed and open to initiative.
We carry the vision of multi-functional real estate with added value for all stakeholders, written into 
the daily lives of users-clients-residents-employees-citizens and in the long-term vision of public and 
private players within the region.

TO BRIGHTEN UP EVERYDAY LIFE
Our vocation is to brighten up everyday life. This we do first and foremost through what we create: 
bright, colourful, pleasant to live in and sources of well-being. We also want to help our public and 
private partners succeed and add value. We want to develop the regions, bring out their strengths and 
lifeblood. Beyond that, we want to create a clear relationship with our ecosystem, bringing ever more 
transparency. And finally, to become a reference for our customers and partners and create pride in 
our teams.

OUR

VISION
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OUR DEVELOPMENT

AN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY  
WITH STRONG DEVELOPMENT
A French family company with capital shared with our team, Immochan has drawn on its expertise in 
developing, promoting and managing property that’s always specialised in retail.

PARTNER OF  
THE WORLD LEADERS  

in architecture, urbanism, 
construction and trade

13
countries 

E389 
shopping centres

1 000
employees 

JOINT SHAREHOLDER 
with the leading brands in their 

market, with a presence in  
50 business sectors  

(Auchan, Leroy Merlin, Decathlon…)

1  France
2  Luxembourg
3  Italy
4  Spain
5  Portugal
6  Ukraine
7  Poland

8  Romania
9  Hungary
10  Russia
11  China
12  Taiwan
13  Vietnam

Our location:

Our priority
development zones:

1  Africa
2  Asia



MIXED-USE
PLACES

R
ETAIL RETA

IL

RETAIL

OUR MULTI-ACTIVITY TURNKEY 
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
We are convinced that hybridisation and good functional mix create life and cohesion at street, 
neighbourhood and city level.
Focusing primarily on retail, our company can develop a range of uses for the city.

A COMPANY THAT
PROMOTES REGIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT  

MEETING COMMUNITIES NEEDS

TOURISM
& LEISURE

INFRASTRUCTURE

URBAN
SERVICES

RESIDENTIAL

OFFICES



OUR EXPERTISE SPANS 
MANY PROFESSIONS 

OUR COMMITMENTS:

THE GUARANTEE 
OF A WINNING 
PARTNERSHIP

Guided by a long-term vision of local planning, we 
consider both varied and converging challenges: 
architectural quality, urban integration and cohesion, 
transport and accessibility, eco-design, construction 
and management, innovation...

We help each community define its needs. By 
listening proactively to others, we design a response 
specific to their planning issues. In creating or 
renewing the urban space,  we monitor how our 
mixed operations evolve at all stages of their 
development.

Design-Programming

Development

Promotion

Commercialisation

Management

Investment, co-investment
or service on behalf of third 
parties

Understanding  
urban issues  

and prospects

Listening and
defining needs

Co-creating
a tailor-made

response

Long-term monitoring  
and support



We believe in a more understated, energetic world, concerned with social and local equity, incorporating 
a reasonable functional mix, protecting biodiversity, while remaining a value-creating, increasingly 
connected space. We want to support this great transformation and contribute by playing our part.

A POSITIVE IMPACT
We are a responsible company with a desire to reduce our environmental footprint. Optimising energy 
performance, preventing environmental risks, using international certifications as well as service and 
intermodality form the basis of our environmental management approach.
Beyond that, we want to be of use to the region, to satisfy the various players who make up the city.

A PEOPLE-FIRST COMPANY
Our company is based on strong cultural DNA, placing people at the heart of our actions.
Each team member is fully involved in its future. Employee share ownership allows us to build individual 
heritage, by associating personal savings with the development of the company.
Listening to and considering stakeholders starts with the company’s 1000 team members. We provide a 
working environment and a management founded on autonomy and individual responsibility. Decisions 
are taken as locally as possible, while the company’s Vision 2030 has been co-written by all co-workers.

OUR INVOLVEMENT FOR SOCIAL & 
ECONOMICAL PROJECTS
Our Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship serves social entrepreneurs in more than 90 conurbations 
on French territory and soon all over the world.
We thus help hundreds of projects to emerge, create jobs and provide new services. True to our values, 
we want to become the premier incubator of social innovations in our regions.

COMMITTED 
AND
RESPONSIBLE



WE #CARE
We care for the world and for each person in it. We take great care in what we do.
We are committed to integrating each project sustainably into its region, with the main 
objective of helping those who use our premises to thrive.

WE #CO…
We co-construct with communities to design the city and uses of tomorrow. And we co-
create with users whose expertise we recognise. In partnership with leading players in 
their field. Every project is designed within its ecosystem, from expression of need to the 
search for creative solutions.

WE #INNOVATE
Our continuous process to move forward leads us to constantly question ourselves so 
that we can go further.

WE ARE #COMMITTED
We commit ourselves passionately and encourage the engagement of our stakeholders. 
Experts, close, reliable, we keep our promises and take a long-term perspective.

OUR ATTITUDES

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
COMMITTMENTS
Environmental monitoring is also a priority. Our precise commitments attest our 
ambition to reduce our environmental footprint.

AMONG OUR 2020 OBJECTIVES:

420 000 m²
net floor area

with BREEAM New Building certification
in progress and/or received.

110 000 m² 
with BREEAM

In Use certification.

REDUCING  
GREENHOUSE GAS   

emission by 15%

GREEN LEASES
with our retailers partners

BREEAM/LEED « VERY GOOD »  
ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION  

FOR 100%  OF OUR MAJOR PROJECTS  REDUCING ENERGY
consumption by 15%



ANSWERING
FUTURE CHALLENGES  

DATA: NEW INTELLIGENCE  
AT THE SERVICE OF PERFORMANCE  
& REGIONAL INTEGRATION
Immochan is actively involved in the digital transformation of the real estate profession. Our teams use 
digital data and resources through Business Information Modelling (BIM), a process involving 
digital representations of real estate that offers many advantages. It centralises information 
within a patrimonial data repository. This unique and dynamic database is updated throughout the 
asset’s lifetime, from design and planning through to redevelopment and while it is in use (maintenance, 
management). Therefore, it offers a wealth of patrimonial information, used for analyses and 
decision making. The lifetime of a real-estate asset represents 70% of its total cost over 50 years. So it 
is easy to understand why controlling operational policy and programmatic vision is important.
Using real estate avatars makes long-term developments, performance and patrimonial benefits 
clearer when presenting our projects and assets.

A NEW DIGITAL PARTNERSHIP
This digital representation of real estate allows us to plan and promote our property.
As a partner, you have access to a shared patrimonial data repository for the purposes of 
development, investment, rental, acquisition or working at our side. You will have up-to-date, reliable, 
transparent, comparable information at your fingertips that can be agglomerated, retraced, consulted 
and used at all times. We have a common language to ensure a win-win partnership.

WORKING TOWARDS SMART CITIES
In addition to addressing buildings, BIM more effectively integrates real estate assets into their 
ecosystem. We link the information on the property with that of the neighbourhood, or even the city. 
This allows us to create 3D models of buildings in their environment, to show their architectural roots, 
accessibility and interaction with public networks (transport, utilities, etc.).

DATA MANAGEMENT 
THROUGH THE

ASSET’S LIFETIME

DETAILED
DESIGN

CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN

ANALYSIS

DOCUMEN-
TATION

FABRICATION

CONSTRUCTION
4D/5D

CONSTRUCTION
LOGISTICSOPERATION

AND
MAINTENANCE

RESTRUCTU-
RATION

RENOVATION

PROGRAMMING



CONTRACTOR OF THE FUTURE
In partnership with pioneer company Sous les Fraises, which has more than 20 years’ experience of 
urban farming, Immochan is working on a “useful urban farming” initiative.
In addition to producing food and improving food supply in towns, our aim is to create a new urban 
function, develop biodiversity, strengthen social ties and create truly virtuous ecosystems.
We intend to remain actively involved in responsible innovation by developing agroecology.
 
Our towns and cities are undergoing radical transformations. Aware of this, we are also working on 
the creation of two commercial aquaponic farms in Italy (Rescaldina) and in France (Saint-Priest), in 
partnership with Building Integrated GreenHouses (BIGH).
 
In Rescaldina, the renovation and expansion work we are carrying out on our shopping and leisure 
centre is an opportunity for us to apply our vision of nature in towns.
We will set up a rooftop urban farm. The new centre will be nature-friendly and respect the surrounding 
area. Widespread environmental sustainability practices will drive both the extension and the operation. 
The innovative food court will promote local and quality food in a pleasant environment, instead of global 
food through replicated detached food formats.

In Rescaldina, the renovation and expansion work we are carrying out on our shopping and 
leisure centre is an opportunity for us to apply our vision of nature in towns.
We will set up a rooftop urban farm. The new centre will be nature-friendly and respectful of 
the surrounding area. Widespread practices of environmental sustainability will drive both the 
extension and the operation. The innovative food court will promote local and quality food into a 
pleasant environment, instead of a global food through replicated food formats detached.



GOVERNANCE

Alain Delumeau,
Property Director Operations Ukraine

Edoardo Favro,
Chief Executive Italy

Vianney Dumas,
Chief Executive China & Taiwan

Tatian Diaconu,
Chief Executive Romania

Mário Costa,
Chief Executive Portugal

Hervé Motte,
Chairman of Alliages & Territoires & Immochan Luxembourg

Benoit Chang,
Chief Executive EuropaCity

Manuel Teba,
Chief Executive Spain

Laurence Paquet,
Chief Executive Poland

Thierry Leconte,
Chief Executive Russia

Benoît Lheureux,
Chief Executive

Philippe Gracia,
Human Resources 
& Communication 
Director

Marco Balducci,
Finance and Asset 
Management Director

Juliette Delcourt,
Marketing, Digital & 
Innovation Director

THE EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

THE DIRECTORS
COMMITTEE

Franck Pouzol,
Development Director, 
in charge of CSR

Philippe Beurtheret,
Property Director Hungary

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE SUPPORTED BY:

Valentin Serrano,
Chief Executive 
of International, 
Commerce,  
IT systems, 
Management Control

Ali Khosrovi,
France Chief Executive

Patrick Espasa,
Executive Chairman Auchan Retail France

Alexis Grolin,
Representative of the family shareholder

Régis Degelcke,
External qualified person, Auchan Retail Chairman,  
Deputy Chief Executive Adeo

Vianney Mulliez,
Non-executive chairman of Immochan and chairman  
of the Board

Jean-Charles Lefèvre,
Qualified external person, former chief executive of Nacarat,
Rabot Dutilleul group

Eric Mathieu,
Property Director Luxembourg

Jean Duforest,
External qualified person, Founder and president of ID Group

THE BOARD





GALERIA BRONOWICE, 
The place to spend 
your time, Poland 





WITHIN OUR PIPELINE

EUROPACITY,
unique destination in Greater Paris, 
France

EUROPACIT Y  is a unique urban 
experience where everyone – creators, 
inhabitants, tourists, and operators – 
meets and exchanges ideas.

Adventure park, youth hostels, fashion 
and shops for teenagers. Water park, 
restaurants, cultural centre for children, 
department stores, international brand-
name boutiques. Organic and responsible 
stores and restaurants, educational farm, 
fruit and vegetable picking gardens 
and parks, media centre, international 
exhibition hall, creators’ workshops, 
signature hotels...

3.1 billion euros of private investment 

31 million visits a year, of which 6 million tourists 
per year

More than 50% of visitors by public transport

100% of energy needs produced on site

37 acres dedicated to leisure

25 acres of public space

12 acres dedicated to culture

5 acres dedicated to congress and business 
events

Architect: BIG

Partner: WANDA DALIAN GROUP

“EuropaCity is an outstanding laboratory for 
possible answers to major social changes.”
In its own way, it anticipats possible ways to 

diverge from our current lifestyle.”
Jean Viard, Sociologist, member of the 

EuropaCity Scientific Steering Committee

Design-programming

Development

Promotion

Commercialisation

Investment

Management



LES PORTES
DE L’ABBAYE
Hauts de France

QUARTIER D’HYÈRES 
LES ROUGIÈRES
On the French Riviera

At the heart of the MEL, one of France’s most 
important metropolises, Immochan is helping 
create in the creation of a new mainly residential 
district.
This development allows us to reabsorb a 
brownfield site, meet the need for housing and 
generate activity and employment.
This urban transformation project will create a 

place to go to, a natural stop-off point during walks 
along the banks. 
Housing, an older persons’ residence, offices 
and local commerce, public facilities and public 
transport will give a second lease of life to this 
neighbourhood of 10 ha.

An active and dynamic town, Hyères les Rougières benefits from the Toulon-Hyères Airport, a TGV 
station, and a very busy marina. Here, Immochan will be co-developer of an ensemble of 90 000 m² 
built in 3 phases and will promote 20 000 m² consisting of housing, an older persons’ residence, 
shops and public facilities.

85 000 m²

820 residences

Local commerce  
(4500 to 5000 m²)

Co-developer, promoter of a 
mixed ensemble of 16 000 m² 
and co-promoter of 2 plots

Architect: Agence Nicolas 
MICHELIN & Associés

Partners: SEM VR, LINK CITY

Phase 1 : 
350 residences and a creche
Phase 2 : 
400 residences, 1 residence for older people,  
1350 m² of shops
Phase 3 : 
230 residences, 2200 m² of offices, 2300 m² 
of hotels, 4200 m² of shops.
Architect: Willmotte & Associés.
Partners: Bouygues Immobilier, Vinci 
Immobilier and OGIC.

FROM THE NORTH TO THE SOUTH OF FRANCE, 
IMMOCHAN IS DEVELOPING CITIES

Design-programming Development

Promotion Commercialisation

Investment Management

Design-programming

Development

Promotion

Commercialisation

Investment

Management



WITHIN OUR PIPELINE

VIGO,
giving the Station district back  
its role as a driver of development 
Spain

Stations play a strategic role as one of the 
important factors in sustainable regional 
development.
On a new high-speed rail line from Madrid to 
Portugal, the new Vialia Vigo high-speed rail station 
will provide as a critical transport hub for the city of 
Vigo and its region.
Here, Immochan is designing solutions to 
support the renovation of this high-speed rail 
station, adding in particular commercial functions. 
Vialia Vigo will integrate infrastructure and civic 
space, a diverse range of public, retail, commercial 
and transportation programmes.
With the public authorities, our objectives are to 
develop density, improve the user-friendliness 
and quality of public spaces, and facilitate 
access: the shopping centre will transform the 
place into a lively cosmopolitan centre; the plaza 
serving as both connective tissue and vibrant public 
space. 

Project area: more than 100 000 m²

Shopping mall: 60 000 m² above  
the station

Underground parking 

Public space on the roof

Architect: Thom Mayne, Morphosis

Promotion

Commercialisation

Investment

Management



LA CLOCHE D’OR
Immochan gets Europe’s 
heart beating
Luxembourg

By 2025, 45 000 people will live, work, study and shop 
in the new 80-hectare district of La Cloche d’Or in 
Luxembourg.
This district will include all the components of a town, with 
public buildings, high-class residential buildings, tertiary 
buildings home to company headquarters, a landscaped 
park...
To meet the expectations of some 2.7 million potential 
border customers and enhance the tourist attraction of 
the region, Immochan is creating a mixed programme 
of 20 levels, consisting of a collection of 130 new 
international brands and housing units.

75 000 m2 GLA of shopping mall

130 brands

22 restaurants and concept-food

13 levels of housing 

1 level of services

10.2 million visitors expected

Partner: PROMOBE

Architects: Fabeck Architectes 
and Schemel & Wirtz Architectes

Our ambition is reflected by a unique architectural style and interior designed to confer the warm, 
contemporary feeling of an open home so that the overall effect retains it to human scale.

Design-programming

Development

Promotion

Commercialisation

Investment

Management



Commercial Real Estate is our historical core business. Our retailing DNA runs deep. Physical, 
emotional and connected, retail underpins all our business initiatives. 
For 40 years we have been developing a global expertise in commercial real estate to master of the 
whole value creation chain from investment to dynamic asset management via the design, marketing, 
management and promotion of shopping centres.
From the architecture to the commercial mix, not forgetting the marketing plan, everything is design to 
meet the expectations of the community, the region and the customer.

THE PROMISE OF A HIGH QUALITY 
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
Immochan aims to become the best catalyst for customer traffic and customer satisfaction. This comes 
from tailor-made offer and services, coupled with a high-quality shopping environment. To ensure that 
each customer makes the most of their visit, Immochan pays careful attention to the quality of the 
customer’s multi-channel journey. As a committed company, we want to understand, reach and engage 
with customers and local communities, providing them personalized content and experience.

BRINGING EXPERIENCES TO LIFE
Immochan surprises its customers with friendly encounters and innovative experiences on and off line. 
Out-of-the-ordinary events help to make dreams come true. Other, simpler activitiesshow how much 
we consider people. With this mix of major operations and friendly surprises, Immochan makesa point 
of developing free, inter-generational operations, appealing to as many people as possible. So many 
reasons above and beyond shopping to keep coming back.

THE RELATION
BEYOND RETAIL 

NEARLY 400 SHOPPING CENTRES
IN 12 COUNTRIES

15 000 RETAIL PARTNERS
3.9 MILLION M2 UNDER MANAGEMENT



AN EXPERTISE REWARDED
BY THE BEST
Immochan Romania - Developer of the Year at the SEE Real Estate Awards 2017

Italian CNCC Awards 2016

Epinay-sur-Seine winner at Défis Urbains 2016 (France)

Alegro Setubal & Alfragide - ICSC Foundation Award 2016

Suzhou Auchan Village - Finalist at the ICSC China Shopping Center Award 2016

Alegro Setubal - Finalist at the ICSC European Shopping Center Awards 2016

Alegro Setubal - Mapic Award 2015 of the best Extension-renovation



AMONG OUR ASSETS

GALERIA BRONOWICE, 
The place to spend your time,
Poland 

A popular and eagerly visited Galeria Bronowice 
emanates good energy of Cracow community 
and bustles with local life. Here, for the last 
few years, on our eyes, the motto ‘PLACE FOR 
YOUR TIME’ is coming true. A reliable promise, 
fulfilled consistently each day, won the hearts 
and gained fondness not only of a large group of 
inhabitants of Cracow and its whereabouts, but 
also tourists.
Opened five years ago, Galeria Bronowice is a 
place of ever increasing popularity. The secret of 
this success is an attractive mix of wide shopping 
offer, non-standard services and a large potential 
of entertainment part.

60 000 m2 GLA 
150 shops
2 400 Parking Spaces
16 Cafe and Restaurants
BREEM Retail 2009: Good
BREEM Design: Very Good 
Architect: BEG INGENIERIE



Among 150 stores, cafes and restaurants, the 
customers can visit such valued and popular brands 
as H&M Home, Blue Shadow store, Saturn electro 
market or the biggest Auchan hypermarket. However, 
this place also plays an important part as a centre 
of social and cultural life. Access to many untypical 
services and facilities provides high ranks on retail 
map of Cracow. Official issues can be dealt in on the 
spot in the branch of city magistrate.The customers 
also have constant access to mail services. It would be 
hard to find similar facilities on this scale in other 
Cracow shopping centres. 

The image of Galeria Bronowice as a place that is 
comprehensively directed to fulfil the needs of the 
local community is completed with the first Inhabitant 
Service Office in Cracow, Co-working areas, Relax 
Zone with Video Games Zone or free, family theatrical 
spectacles. Other attractions are Bronowice Academy 
under patronage of Fine Arts Academy, Mikro Cinema, 
the first Shopping Centre Library, basketball court and 
skate park.



AMONG OUR ASSETS

ZENIA BOULEVARD,
the new heart of town,
Spain

Located in a residential area in the Alicante 
region, the centre has become a town-within-
a-town. With its squares, fountains, streets and 
view over the sea, its strong commercial offer and 
its 750 events per year, the centre has become a 
meeting point for locals and the large numbers 
of tourists in the region. 

161 000 m² total surface area
80 500 m² GLA
160 shops
13.7 million visitors 
Breeam in Use Outstanding
ISO 19001; ISO 14001, OSHAS 18001, 
EMAS and SGE21 (RSE) certification
Architect: RTKL
Partnership: APF European Holding 
(CBRE Global Investors)



ALEGRO SETÚBAL,
Think Global - Act Local,
Portugal

Alegro Setúbal invests in the daily lives of the 
people who live in its catchment area. 
Involving, surprising, understanding and 
rewarding customers, making centres real 
living places and meeting the quality, traffic and 
turnover targets of partner retailers.

44 000 m²  of total surface area
27 000 m² GLA
114 shops
20 restaurants
1 cinema
8 million visitors 
Architect: Mario Sua Kay 

Mapic Award 2015 for the Best Extension 
Renovation
Silver Medal at the ICSC Solal Marketing 
Awards 2015
Finalist at the ICSC European Shopping 
Centers Awards 2016
Award of the ICSC Foundation 2016



CORESI SHOPPING  
RESORT
the urban regeneration  
of Brasov,
Romania

Since it opened, the large regional Coresi centre has been 
the beating heart of a whole region by becoming a 
tourist destination, for both shopping and leisure. With the 
vibrant atmosphere of its food court, its design furniture and 
playgrounds for children, Coresi embodies its symbol: a 
colourful windmill synonymous with the vitality and joy of living.
Coresi Shopping Resort is the first stage in the largest 
urban regeneration project in Romania, covering 8% of the 
city’s territory. With its partners, Immochan is building nearly 
600 apartments from studios to 3 bedrooms, spread over 13 
buildings.

45 300 m2 total surface area

32 000 m2 GLA

130 shops

Real Estate Awards

8.6 million visitors

BREEAM Excellent

Architect: Mario Sua Kay

AMONG OUR ASSETS



LES SAISONS DE MEAUX
Immochan France’s greatest 
production,
France

The transparent modern architecture on two levels has been 
designed to offer customers a 360° shopping journey, all 
within view. Immochan brings together the most attractive 
large retailers in their market. In total, 100 shops make this a 
must-visit, benchmark, innovative retail experience.
The centre, anchored in its region, with its modern 
architecture and strong integration within its landscape, 
marks the town’s new entrance.

30 000 m2 total surface area

2 levels

100 shops

1 food court

4.1 million visitors

BREEAM Very Good 

Architect: ARTE CHARPENTIER



This project is based on the following concept: 
“to be your perfect neighbour”. Auchan Village is 
not just the shopping centre leader in the minds 
of the people of Suzhou; it sets out to be a part 
of their lives. 

140 000 m2 total surface area

23 000 m2 GLA

137 shops

14.5 million visitors / year

64 000 WeChat followers

Architect: Malherbe

Finalist at the ICSC China Shopping Centre 
Awards 2016

SUZHOU AUCHAN
VILLAGE
the perfect neighbour,
China 

AMONG OUR ASSETS



Aquarelle Volgograd is the biggest of all the shopping 
centres in the region, as well as the largest run by Immochan. 
Aquarelle is the lifeblood of the city, a true lifestyle centre 
and a great place to meet up.

It features an unequalled range of 180 shops on three levels 
and large areas for leisure activities, including an atrium for 
500 people, cafés, restaurants, and an inside play area for 
children. The opening of a 9-screen cinema is planned in the 
very near future. 

122 000 m2 of total area 

92 000 m2 GLA of shopping mall 

185 shops 

A hypermarket of 22 500 m2 

8 million visitors / year

AQUARELLE VOLGOGRAD,
the biggest shopping resort,
Russia



GLOBAL
URBAN
PLAYER

Immochan Polska Sp. z o.o. 

ul. Puławska 38, Piaseczno

 +48 22 209 86 00

immochan@immochan.com

www.immochan.pl

@immochan_corpimmochan immochan
corporate
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